
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Modern m an f inds h im sel f  al one,  isol at ed,  l ost  
in a m onst rou s soc io-ec onom ic  m ac h ine w h ose 
m ec h anism s h e doesn’ t  u nderst and.  B u t  w h at  is t h e 
m ost  inc om p reh ensib l e is h ow ,  l oc k ed in t h e rig id,  
im p ersonal  y ok e of  h is dail y  g rind,  of  h is m easu red 
au t om at ism s,  h av ing  no t im e t o t h ink  or ev en t o 
rav e in del iriu m ,  h e c an st il l  b el iev e t h at  h e is f ree.  
H is c onc ep t  of  l ib ert y  is it sel f  t h e c onseq u enc e of  a 
c u l t u ral  au t om at ism  inc u l c at ed in h im  earl y  b y  soc i-
et y  t o av oid h is su ic ide,  or rev ol t ,  t o m ak e h im  
t h ink  t h at  t h e c h oic e w as h is. ’  

 
      H enri L ab orit   
      ( in ‘L ’ H om m e et  L a V il l e’  - 1 9 7 1 ) .  
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     To S ir  W alt er  and  all g r um bler s 
 
 

     

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

“Our w h o l e  c i v i l i s at i o n i s  t h e  w o rk  o f  g rum -
b l e rs  and  g ro w l e rs .  In s h o rt ,  m ank i nd  m ay  b e  
d i v i d e d  i nt o  t w o  rac e s :  t h o s e  w h o  ac q ui e s c e ,  
and  t h o s e  w h o  g ro w l .  I' m  o n t h e  s i d e  o f  t h e  
g ro w l e rs ,  al w ay s  and  e v e ry w h e re :  b e c aus e  I 
re m e m b e r w h at  I o w e  t h e m .  I re m e m b e r 
t h at ,  i f  i t  h ad  no t  b e e n f o r s o m e  unp o p ul ar,  
d i s g runt l e d  c av e -d w e l l e r,  I s h o ul d  t o d ay  b e  
l i v i ng  i n a c av e ,  g naw i ng  t h e  b o ne s  o f  s t rang e  
b e as t s . ”  

 

 

S ir  W alt er  M ur d och , Ch ancellor  of  t h e 
U niv er sit y  of  W est er n Aust r alia ( 1 9 4 3 -4 8 ) . 

 

 

 



 

         A Wo r d  Fr o m  Th e  Au t h o r  

 
I t oo r em em ber  w h at  w e all ow e t o t h e S ir  W alt er  

M ur d och s of  t h is w or ld  and  t o t h ose h e r espect ed  f or  r eal-
izing  t h e civ ilizat ion h e enj oy ed  and  w h ich  w e' v e ur inat ed  
on, r ig h t  d ow n t o t h at  d ist ant , d isg r unt led  cav em an. To-
d ay , w e liv e in d ull, g r unt led  and  acq uiescent  t im es. M ed i-
ocr it y  and  absur d it y  h av e r each ed  new , collect iv ely  suicid al 
h eig h t s. G r ow ler s ar e g loat ing ly  m ad e t h e v ict im s of  ant i-
sed it ion law s t o st if le d issent  and  t o f eat h er  t h e bed s of  t h e 
spineless and  m ind less d espot s w e appoint  t o our  polit ical 
com m issar iat s in t h e W est . H um an civ ilizat ion h as nev er  
been und er  g r eat er  t h r eat  of  ex h aust ion and  ex t inct ion t h an 
it  is at  t h is v er y  m om ent .  

O ur  com m on enem y  is g ener alised  acq uiescence and  
t h e v ener at ion of  cr ap. It s v ilest  f or m  is t h e const ant  d elug e 
of  h um bug  spew ing  f or t h  f r om  pulpit s, univ er sit ies, leg isla-
t ur es, cor por at ions and  m ed ia out let s in a w or ld  t h at  sh ow s 
m or e sig ns of  insanit y  t h an any t h ing  else. If  ch ar it y  beg ins 
at  h om e, r espect  beg ins w it h  self -r espect . Th er e' s t h e only  
st ar t ing  point  f or  r ecov er y .  Th e f at uous and  inane am bi-
t ions of  m od er n lif e h av e bleach ed  our  souls, and  w e uncon-
sciously  r esent  t h e f act .  Th e q uest ion is w h et h er  w e can 
ev er  g et  t o lik e our selv es ag ain; w h et h er  w e can r em em ber  
w h at  w e k new  int uit iv ely  f or  ag es.  F ir st , w e h av e t o f ace 
t h e possibilit y  t h at  w e' v e f or g ot t en it  because w e' r e ch r oni-
cally  bam boozled  and  of f  our  f aces. Th en w e h av e t o ad m it  
t h e f act  and  act  on it  w it h  conv ict ion—or  w e' r e all d ead , 
per m anent ly .  

 
       L ar r y  S . K y nne 
      M e l b o u r n e ,  M a r c h ,  2 0 1 2  
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

I n t r o d u c t i o n  
 
Who and what are we?  That is the q uestion. Let us 

first determine what we're not. We aren't j ust vegetables 
killing time waiting to ripen, wither and rot. We aren't 
j ust mechanical robots programmed to make money no 
matter what. We see ourselves as more than these things. 
The problem with modern man is that he isn't as good at 
believing it as men of bygone eras. H e's lived almost two 
centuries without any firm belief in himself as an individ-
ual or as a species. H e's dropped his bundle, as the saying 
goes. As P resident Charles de G aulle of France put it: 
M an has reached the end of his roller. H is actions testify 
to that. The human race is staring extinction in the face 
and hasn't got a clue what to do about it. In those cir-
cumstances, this book ought to be of interest. If we aren't 
the dead things I've j ust described, then we must have 
worked out a mission statement for our lives to ensure 
we're what we take ourselves to be. We'd have defined 
our personal mission and our collective mission. That's 
the theory, but most of us haven't done these things. Nor 
are we likely to, unless j olted out of our trance, which is 
my aim here. 

This single book proj ect blew out from a short book 
to three meatier ones. It started out modestly because the 
problem I address and its solution are really rather simple.  
The difficulty that presents is that no one believes either. 
We doubt simplicity, you see, always preferring the com-
plicated. If it's real, it has to be beyond me, we think. For 
that, I blame two specious villains: an education unworthy 
of the name, and the lawyers, priests, doctors and the ple-



thora of disabling professions who carry on their arcane 
medieval practices to keep us looking at the hole and not 
the doughnut. I want to draw attention back on the 
doughnut, where everything's all at. We don't need to be 
told anything by anyone because we know. A teacher 
doesn't tell you anything you didn't already know. All he 
can do is help you remember it, by talking about it. H e 
brought it from your inner depths to the front of your 
mind where you refreshed it. A good teacher does that. 
M ost teachers aren't good teachers. Y ou'd know if you 
got a good one because you wouldn't need this book. All a 
good teacher does is help you remember what you've for-
gotten. G alileo admitted as much, as have all great think-
ers throughout history, including the Buddha. We are the 
voice we ought to be listening to, not shonky experts with 
shonky credentials.  If we find that hard to believe, it's 
because the lawyers, priests and doctors get their mediev-
al way still, with gutless government support, treating us 
as serfs. 

Two things are going to keep cropping up in these 
pages because they're central pillars to the whole Bam-
boozle edifice. O ne—in the red corner of the ring—is 
that you have something buried deep in your psyche that 
wants to believe you're immortal. In the opposite or blue 
corner is the other thing—the thing that lies behind all 
that humbles you and bamboozles you.  I'd like to start 
off by saying that the news is good; you don't really die 
when your body vehicle packs up from old age or inj ury 
and everybody lives happily ever after. I could thus limit 
the book to the length of a short brochure and we'd all be 
free to go down the pub and get legless for tomorrow we 
live. But I won't have made a case one way or the other, 
and that was my intention right from the start, if only to 
make it to myself, as an exercise in satisfying my own cu-



riosity about the incredibly amazing drama going on that 
so many of us aren't even aware of.  

Why, I hear several of you ask?   For a very immodest 
reason. The q uestion of what and who I am—be it an 
ephemeral parasite of no account, a phenomenon of cos-
mic importance, or something somewhere goofing off be-
tween these extremes—is of more real interest to me than 
anything else in my life.  Next to this q uestion, the rest of 
the experience is, as K urt V onnegut so eloq uently put it, 
mere farting about. The activity isn't doing any of us any 
good whatsoever, if you're not blind to the dreadful evi-
dence before our scaled-over eyes.  If you, the reader, are 
conscious and understand what you're reading here, you 
may be sure that the consciousness that enables that to 
occur is not limited by what happens to the vehicle it uses 
temporarily—your body. But the odds are heavily 
weighted in favour of your not believing that; that you've 
been led to believe it's j ust scatter-brain talk and fiddles-
ticks. The sad thing about that is that what you believe is 
what you manifest in life, so those fiddlesticks are what 
you see and live. By your thinking, you manufacture the 
reality that the consciousness reading these words expe-
riences.  That's as serious as things can get. 

No one else is involved. No Devil, no G od, no boogey 
man or fairy godmother. And the experiences are infinite, 
despite the fact you think they're j ust happening between 
your body birth date and its death date. Y our body isn't 
you. If you think you are the body, or that your body is 
you, you're caught in what we'll call 'The Bamboozle'—a 
term I borrowed off Carl Sagan. Y ou can count on being 
caught up in it if you're not J esus Christ or someone of 
similar talents. The conscious and thinking part is the 
'you', the invisible and eternal part of you. I'm q uite aware 
that this is starting to get a bit heavy. Should I go on?   



Christ is reported to have warned against casting pearls 
before swine (a way of saying 'revealing esoteric wisdom 
to the uninitiated'). It upsets them, and they'll hurt the 
messenger rather than j ust shrug their shoulders. They 
killed him, even though he kept his cards very close to his 
chest, only revealing the heavy stuff to the very few close 
confidants capable of getting the gist of it. That included 
J udas and M ary M ags, and excluded the other eleven, be-
lieve it or not. The uninitiated have gone along with the 
Bamboozle, and resent being reminded of their capitula-
tion.  

A spoiler warning ought to be issued at this point. 
There are three types of reader likely to hold this book in 
their hands. Those who will say yeah, yeah, we know all 
that. So what?  Some of them will be right; most of them 
wrong. Then there'll be those who, by page seven, throw 
the book away. Following them are those who are willing 
to be curious and read on without being either offended 
or convinced until they've made some sort of sense of it 
near the end of the book. It's these latter who led me to 
bother publishing the book. I'd like to have had access to 
a book like this when I was struggling through my teens, 
twenties and thirties. As it was, I had to learn all this stuff 
by trial and error, and there was a lot of error and con-
stant trials.  

The subj ect material considered in these pages has to 
do wholly and in all respects with what Carl Sagan called 
the 'bamboozle'. What did he mean by it?  In simple 
terms, he meant the inability of the great maj ority of us to 
understand and cope with the complexity of the world—
of life, of reality, of existence. Thus disabled, we live our 
lives like innocents convinced we've committed a great 
crime we know nothing about. The reasons for this aren't 
very pleasant. And because of that, I won't cast pearls be-



fore the uninitiated to dispense with all the error and 
mystery. It's not as simple as that. The unpleasant reasons 
for the Bamboozle will be planted in the last q uarter of 
the work, assuring that only those up to it will stumble 
upon them. What to do in the meantime?  What are the 
basics we ought to know about at this early j uncture?  The 
scholar A. P owell Davies advised thus: 'The main thing is 
to find the main thing and then to make it the main 
thing'—which is another way of saying that we have to 
carve our own tablets of commandments. It sounds easy 
enough, so why is it so rarely put into effect?  If it were all 
that easy, the Bamboozle would disappear overnight, sure-
ly. Carl Sagan's concept of the Bamboozle assumes two 
things that I'm going to challenge.  

Sagan missed out on certain experiences in his life 
that would have swung him away from his purist convic-
tion that science is the be-all and end-all of hope for hu-
manity's future, salvation and whatever.  Y ou don't attract 
to you what you need so much as what you fear. I think 
Sagan feared stuff that as a scientist he couldn't explain. 
H e was, perhaps more than any other scientist, married to 
the explicable, and testy with the inexplicable. We'll look 
at that problem presently. The first idea I will challenge is 
that we can't master that complexity without the help of 
science. I'll show that a proper education deals satisfacto-
rily with that very task—if we can manage to get one. 
Science can only play a minor role in that education. I 
confess to not getting an education of that name at any 
school I attended. If I got it at all, I got it by educating 
myself, with no teacher's help (and learned that there is 
no other way to become educated). No one with a proper 
education got it in passive mode, dispensed by a state or 
religion sponsored system of salaried teachers. That's 
called conditioning, and is the opposite of education. 



Because so few of us get a genuine education (espe-
cially academics and civic leaders), we tend to assume that 
it's beyond our means—financial and brain-wise. It isn't 
for some. We think that if we didn't get to H arvard, we're 
somehow wanting. Everything you need to know is locked 
within you. Teachers are supposed to help it come out by 
enticement. But they don't, because they're conditioned, 
and as a conseq uence are stupid. They ram their superfi-
cial rubbish in, rather than drawing your wisdom out. For 
that reason, you can be sure that if you went to a conven-
tional school, you got shafted. Even at H arvard and Y ale. 
The second thing to be challenged here is the general as-
sumption that ignorance and confusion—the prime ingre-
dients of the Bamboozle—are our natural birthright; an 
integral part of O riginal Sin—that piece of spiritual faeces 
dreamt up by Saint Augustin' the Disgustin', the man who 
deprived humanity of its self-respect with his hokey ideas.   

The Bamboozle could stop tomorrow if enough of us 
decided it should. The very people capable of inspiring us 
to do that are rej ected by us as potential leaders. We pre-
fer the other, grubbier sort who appeal to our baser in-
stincts and fears and make false promises to look after us 
like babysitters. So, unaware that it's what we should de-
cide, we sink deeper and deeper into confusion and the 
Bamboozle—until life becomes drudgery, no longer re-
warding, as it should and could be. The error is largely 
created by ourselves collectively, as a society, but we con-
tribute individually by going along with it without q ues-
tioning; without a fight, muddling through, plodding on in 
abj ect ignorance and false hope.  It doesn't become us as a 
species. Not one single other Earth species carries with it 
the sorry facts about us we call the human condition.  

What we can know for sure, is that, rich or poor, 
black or white, short or tall, life is difficult; a long series of 



uncertainties and humiliations. Not one of us is spared 
the suffering life entails. O ne of the few certainties we can 
count on is that w h a t w e  n e e d to  k n o w  to navigate safely 
through life's shoals will, for some perverse reason, be 
kept from us. By our fellow man, yes, but in no less meas-
ure by ourselves, by a cultivated aversion to the truth—an 
aversion we feed by our petty weaknesses that seem so 
harmless. Almost as though it was a game that someone 
had rigged, we have to struggle for every bit of knowledge 
and truth that we acq uire. The same could be said for our 
suppression of truths we don't want to hear. M any of us 
have at least come to suspect that there is no such thing 
as a free lunch. If one is being advertised, budget for pay-
ing at least twice what this free lunch is actually worth 
and getting a dud meal into the bargain. A large part of 
the tragedy I confront here is that which sees those who 
specialize in dealing with the knowledge we all need 
floundering and failing in their task. O ur clergymen have 
failed us.  O ur teachers have failed us. O ur politicians 
have failed us. What they told us is crap that it suited 
them for us to believe.  

The key failure is in the area of metaphysics. The 
area religion has bungled and butchered. All the other rot 
flows from that basic failure to make us wise in spirit. 
This is, primarily, a book for those driven away, embit-
tered, from orthodox Christianity by frustration and des-
pair.  It's for Westerners who were never attracted to 'the 
religion of the West' in the first place but who are still 
open to the suggestion that there is a proper education to 
be had, and a real religion that is unlike anything they've 
known before.   

P aradoxically, it's also a book for atheists, in that 
their view of G od, according to the eminent H arvard Lu-
theran theologian, P aul Tillich, is no more blasphemous 



than that of the pious and the devout who proclaim the 
existence of G od.  An eq ually bright leading light of the 
Christian world – J esuit Father P ierre Teilhard de Char-
din – noted that " the persistent impression one gains 
from everything taking place around us is of an irresistible 
growth of atheism—or, more precisely, a mounting and ir-
resistible de-Christianization. Among the most disq uiet-
ing aspects of the modern world,"  he said, " is its general 
and growing state of dissatisfaction in religious matters" .  
What he was observing is a healthy sign of movement 
away from doctrinal crowd management to a growing 
sense of personal responsibility on the part of J ohn Doe. 

Never has the West looked so spiritually hollow and 
unconfident as it gropes with the fruits of the ideological 
triumph of deregulated (ie, ethic-cleansed) Capitalism. 
Law and order are 'issues' as never before, and societies 
are breaking up into alienated tribes. The smell of disin-
tegration is in the air, and our 'solutions' only make the 
flames burn brighter. The religion of Christ is in tatters. 
Christ was highly unconventional, and a heretic in his own 
church. Conventional men who hated heretics took on his 
cause, and allowed fallacies about the man to persist—like 
that he was meek and mild, or that his message was so 
simple a child could understand, or even that his teach-
ings were so obscure and impracticable to only rightly ap-
ply to himself and not to us common mortals.  

By far the worst of the distortions of his teachings 
has it that he came into the world to die for the sins of 
the world; that a magic wand was waved about to cleanse 
us all of the anguish our evil deeds cause us late at night. 
The idea is an invention of the early orthodox Church.  
Christ had no such intention of interfering in our spiritual 
growth. The lie gave the priests the sort of power they 
yearned for, and which they now fight tooth and claw to 



maintain. It's no chance coincidence that Teilhard's 
'irresistible growth of atheism' corresponds neatly with 
the loss of our feel for ethics, the collapse of public moral-
ity, and a steep rise in social policies known to be genera-
tors of inj ustice, social breakdown, exclusion and revenge 
or protest crimes by the disenfranchised. It would seem 
that in order to have technological advance, man has to 
slum it, by a relapse into spiritual poverty, moral bank-
ruptcy and their corollary—barbarism. M any people today 
are resigned to pessimism, and seek what shallow gratifi-
cation they can find after genuine love is converted into 
superficial but easily accessible substitutes.  

The example they are set in public life confirms their 
view that humans live like beetles on a dung heap, where 
the cunning get more than their share and damn the rest. 
G rowing secularization has shifted the emphasis from 
q uality to q uantity; from essentials to the banal, from 
contemplation to bread and circuses.  It has changed our 
conception of the reality clergy and scientists seemed to 
be competing with each other to explain in the most 
'relevant' manner.  We'll consider here what truths we can 
know today— k n o w , not j ust try desperately to believe—

that will respect our intelligence, enable a common code 
of ethics to operate between modern men, and provide 
the meaning and fulfillment we need to authenticate our 
existence.   

I'll argue that we can live ethically and decently with-
out slavish dependence on the psychological comfort—
'salvation'—that is 'provided' at the price of arresting and 
crippling our emotional and spiritual development. The 
bewildering century j ust gone was catastrophic in more 
ways than j ust the obvious with its wars and environmen-
tal degradation.  It broke the back of the human spirit. 
To obscure the fact, it partially anaesthetized the damage. 



The generations alive now are gravely wounded, psycho-
logically. In shock, we hardly realize it. O r do we know?  
In these pages, I propose to separate what we can ge-
nuinely know and what we're effectively obliged to disre-
gard as humbug. We'll see that blind faith isn't rewarded, 
as so many of us have been conditioned to imagine. When 
children behave in bovine fashion we consult a psychiatr-
ist, alarmed—frightened we may well have an idiot on our 
hands. Why would an omnipotent being be less responsi-
ble than a common mortal and laud us for outdoing cattle 
at their own game. 

The fact is that our lives are all about separating from 
our animal nature to become authentic human beings. 
Few of us alive as I write have made the grade.  It's a work 
in progress.  Not that you'd know, with so many of us 
q uite content carrying on the animal life totally oblivious 
of any larger game in progress.  R eligion isn't about acting 
piously to 'earn' a privileged place in the afterlife. It's 
about curiosity and the desire to know what the main 
game is, if there is one.  Nothing else matches this as a 
human priority. If you decided that you were only going 
to do one more thing before dying, this would be it, of 
sheer necessity.    

 
           *     *     *     *     * 
 
This work I've called 'Bamboozled' isn't j ust a hodge-

podge of unconventional or blasphemous ideas. I wanted 
to do something a bit more ambitious than that.  I 
wanted to say things I j ust wish I'd had the chance to hear 
when I was busting my youthful backside coping with a 
world I was convinced was sunk in delirium. I'm indebted 
to many fine, courageous minds past and present for the 
unorthodox ideas that came together in the assembly of 



this book. They all seemed to have in common an acute 
awareness of Albert Camus' contention that man is the 
only creature in Nature who refuses to be what he is. 
What is man?  Why does he insist so doggedly with the 
charade he's conducting?   It seemed like the right sort of 
q uestion to ask at a time when that same creature—as an 
unruly mob called humanity—risks making all Earth spe-
cies extinct, as well as his own, along with his whole ma-
j estic natural life support system. What lies behind the 
inferiority complex that cripples man as a so-called intel-
ligent species?     

I'm particularly indebted to the early q uantum phy-
sicists for the stupendous insight—ignored by their fel-
lows and human society at large—that our own minds 
create our personal material reality, restating the essential 
and misunderstood teachings of the Nazarene abandoned 
by the early Church. It enabled me to speculate here on 
our artificial condition as in-mates of a planetary lunatic 
asylum; a world fabricated by a fevered imagination 
warped by baseless fear. It's not as though we risk going 
to H ell when we die. We're already there. This is it. We 
must have stuffed up a prior existence and here we are. 
O nly one q uestion seems relevant to me: what are we 
going to do about it?  I found myself duty-bound—to my-
self—to develop some pretty solid ideas about that, put 
into dramatic form in my upcoming book 'A H eretic in 
New Babylon', due for release in late 2 0 1 1 .      

At some point, the astute reader will wonder why he 
or she should trust material that strikes him/ her as far-
fetched and even outrageous. As I hope to demonstrate in 
these pages, each of us has to make his own reality be-
cause there is no other at his disposal—other than one 
that would be too frightening for words, alluded to in 
G eorge O rwell's '1 9 8 4 '. M y reality can’ t be your reality, no 



matter how strident I become in my appeals to you to be-
lieve it is, as the priests and politicians do. Anything read 
here is material that must be subj ected to the reader, ra-
ther than subj ecting the reader to the material. G eorge 
K neller said in his ‘ Introduction to the P hilosophy of 
Education’ : ‘ It’ s not enough that Newton’ s laws of motion 
be true for scientists. The student must find them true for 
himself. H e must be able to incorporate them within his 
view of the world.’  If he can’ t, then truth has been served 
j ust as well as where it could be absorbed. In the end, our 
own intuition can be the only j udge of anything.  

O n this, A. R . O rage said in a series of essays on 
'Consciousness': " Let me warn my readers that they need 
expect no proof in the ordinary sense of anything I am 
about to say. Facts of consciousness are always esoteric; 
no words can arouse the knowledge of them in minds 
which have not experienced them; and hence the only 
possible proof of these things is the inward assent given 
by the mind that hears, to the mind that speaks."  Assent 
is accorded or withheld in that way, and that way alone. 
M y q uest here consists of all that’ s involved in 'knowing 
one's self', the key to our whole existence. In such know-
ledge lies the ultimate and only authority.  

I remember what I owe to the Sir Walter M urdochs 
of this world, and to those he respected for realizing the 
civilization he enj oyed, right down to that distant, dis-
gruntled caveman. To-day, we live in dull, gruntled and 
acq uiescent times. M ediocrity and absurdity have reached 
new, collectively suicidal heights. G rowlers are gloatingly 
made the victims of anti-sedition laws to stifle dissent and 
to feather the beds of the spineless and mindless despots 
we appoint to our political commissariats in the West. 
H uman civilization has never been under greater threat of 
exhaustion and extinction than it is at this very moment. 



O ur common enemy is generalized acq uiescence, and the 
veneration of crap. Its vilest form is the constant deluge 
of humbug pouring forth from pulpits, legislatures and 
media outlets in a world that shows more signs of insanity 
than competent and self-governed. Charity begins at 
home; respect begins with self-respect. The fatuous ambi-
tions of modern life have bleached our souls, and—
unconsciously for the most part—we resent the fact. The 
q uestion is whether we can manage to like ourselves again. 
We need to remember what we knew intuitively for ages.  
First, we have to face the possibility that we've forgotten 
it.  Secondly, we have to admit the fact and act on it with 
conviction.  When I was a teenager I took up the cause of 
the physical environment we were despoiling.  It was an 
unpopular thing to do at the time. H alf a century later, 
when all the plodders realize how important the physical 
environment is, I'm on about the higher cause still—our 
spiritual environment. 

This present literary venture was launched by my 
coming across the q uote by Carl Sagan reproduced on the 
cover. But it wasn't enough on its own. I'd climbed the 
wall of one of the rooms shown on the book's cover down 
near the horizon and found I had nowhere to go that cap-
tured my imagination. I felt like the fellow who asked 
what the universe was like and was told by a reputable au-
thority that it consisted of a turtle set upon another turtle 
and so on. I was impressed. The fellow sounded like he 
knew what most of us don't.  When I asked what was un-
der the bottom turtle, the fellow answered that it was tur-
tles all the way down. Not very convincing, I thought. So 
from the top of that wall, I wandered like a tightrope 
walker, enq uiring as I went. The answers I got were all 
over the shop, as you'd expect, including some very rude 
advice on what to do with my silly q uestion. I had to filter 



them, and I explain the means I employed to avoid my 
barking up j ust another tree; the wrong one again.  Living 
life is all very well if you aren't curious.  I was more than 
curious. The idea of not knowing who and what you are is 
offensive to me.  What was even more offensive, I found, 
were the plethora of officially sanctioned institutions for 
keeping people stupid and ignorant. Life demands far 
more from us than acq uiescence.  A lot more grumbling is 
needed, from everyone, not j ust the usual minority of 
souls who’ ve traditionally performed that function.  

 
        Larry K ynne 
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We often hear it said that there are two types of this 

or that.  There are, we believe—wrongly as I will show—
two opposites, not three or more. We were all told that 
there were two types of human being: the q uick and the 
dead. There are the q uick witted and the walking dead.  
Those of us who've so far found it to be true fall into Sir 
Walter’ s grumbler category. A genuine grumbler sees ac-
q uiescers as the walking dead; entranced, plodding, direc-
tionless. The act of acq uiescence is, to the grumbler, a 
rej ection of q uickness, an abdication of the alertness we 
associate with genuine life, the embrace of the q uiet life 
by disengagement from the challenges life throws up. Ac-
q uiescence is the rej ection or denial of our natural discon-
tent. To the consternation of many Christians, J esus 
announced that he came with a sword.  The vast maj ority 
of the rest of us didn’ t.   

If J esus was either hot or cold on matters of prin-
ciple, the vast maj ority of the rest of us are content with 
lukewarm. O ne unsettling observation I’ ve made about 
life is that the more we discover about the world, the 
more we alienate ourselves from it. I’ m dismayed that our 
education and upbringing teach us the contrary: that the 
more we know about it, the more successful we become as 
a world citizen.   It’ s to make us feel better about things, 
but it comes at a terrible price, of which few of us become 
aware.  The great bulk of us go to our graves not knowing 



we paid that terrible price.  That tragedy gets no airspace 
in our media because to talk openly about it is a subver-
sive act that would threaten our very civilization. I can’ t 
speak for any earlier period in our history, but in our own 
time the most highly developed souls amongst us are the 
least valued, the least influential, the least celebrated and 
the least respected.  And vice versa.   

We’ ll admire any air-headed celebrity providing they 
have a tan, a strained and shaky marriage and have over-
dosed regularly on narcissism. A buffoon with no great in-
sights or interest in anything more special than self-
promotion can easily become the leader of the free world: 
the wise man hasn’ t a snowflake’ s chance in H ell of even 
becoming a minor candidate for the j ob.  This says some-
thing serious about the world—and ourselves—that we 
ignore at our peril. Y et ignore it we do, en masse. The 
madness starts early in our life. It’ s almost impossible for 
a parent to disable his offspring by explaining the truth of 
the world up front, yet we feel a duty to protect the kid 
against being alienated from the world lest he starve, or is 
lonely because he’ s been marginalized by it. A parent is 
compelled to prepare his kid ‘ for the real world,’  and, if 
he’ s successful in that task, he disables him in a way far 
more calamitous than if his kid had turned out homeless, 
j obless and a drug addict. To get around the problem, we 
ignore it. We pretend that it’ s not there. The extent to 
which we pretend in this way is so great that it forms a 
whole branch of psychology, which we ignore.     

The words of H enri Laborit in the introduction lay 
the necessary foundation for the treatment of my subj ect 
here. Another unusually intelligent man, K urt V onnegut, 
said that we were here on Earth to fart about.  Although 
it sounds crude and flippant, it’ s a cruelly honest and pre-
cise estimate of our situation.  O n the evidence apparent 



to V onnegut’ s critical mind, most of what we call human 
activity consists of farting about. The failure of television, 
religion, art and science to realize their promise are j ust 
some clear and simple examples of it.  If we doubt these 
men’ s view of our condition, we might ask whether creat-
ing the conditions for the rise of Communism and Naz-
ism constitutes something other than farting about or 
being lost in a monstrous socio-economic machine we 
don’ t understand.   

We might be tempted to believe that meticulously 
laying, over a century, the foundation for the age of ter-
ror—and then doing all in our power to prolong and ag-
gravate it—constitutes something other than farting 
about or being lost in a socio-economic machine we don’ t 
understand. Laborit and V onnegut merely observe what 
is; what most of us choose, out of fright, to ignore.  Be-
fore we launch into the easily anticipated condemnation 
of such doomsayers, we might make the effort ourselves 
to take a good look at what is, without the fear, if only as 
a non-committal academic exercise.  To begin that task, 
there are three fundamental q uestions we have to answer 
for ourselves if we’ re to rise out of the robot state to q ual-
ify as conscious beings:  

• H ow can we come to realize that we’ re in a predica-
ment we know virtually nothing of?    

• H ow can we come to realize fully j ust how terrible 
that predicament is?   And finally, 

• What can we do to extract ourselves from it in the 
short time at our disposal in this life?    

This book will be of no use to those who ascribe no 
meaning to their existence or to anybody else’ s, or to 
those who have chosen to go along with the teachings of 
conventional religion.  M y subj ect here is the q ualitative 
aspect of life, not the q uantative that so engrosses and in-



toxicates the bamboozled maj ority amongst us today. A 
deathly imbalance results from the exclusion of the un-
seen world from the drama we live daily.  Before we dis-
miss such notions as rubbish, let us remember that one of 
the greatest scientists of the 2 0 th century, the biologist J . 
B. S. H aldane, said he had little time for those of us who 
don’ t recognize the existence of that invisible world. Not 
all scientists are as stuck in the mud of matter as Sagan. 
O ur submission to matter has displaced the nonmaterial 
side of our being—the side from which q uality of life ex-
perience is solely derived. In plain language, we moderns 
have let our soul dry out and our spirit go numb and limp, 
in the silly expectation that it was a prereq uisite to mak-
ing our way in the world of matter. O nly an imbecile 
would seriously contend that we have q uality of life today, 
in either East or West. There is as much poverty and mi-
sery in the canyons of M anhattan as there is in the slums 
of Calcutta or Sao P aulo.   

All we really have is what we delude ourselves is q uali-
ty of life in our attempts to have something and to be 
somebody.  In that delusion, we are poverty itself, accord-
ing to the man J esus.  Few of us wish either to speak 
about it, or to listen to what anybody might say about it. 
We collude in a process by which our powers of attention 
and concentration are abandoned, or taken away from us. 
We allow ourselves the pseudo-luxury of becoming irres-
ponsible and self-satisfied. We tolerate evil if others seem 
to have no trouble doing so and it doesn’ t affect us perso-
nally as much as it affects others.  We borrow any half-
baked or defect-ive opinion so long as we have company 
in holding it.  We’ ve turned the world upside-down in 
embracing fear of what we’ re unfamiliar with, while aban-
doning the healthy fear of the con-seq uences of our 
thoughts and actions.  The dysfunctional mix is a poison-



ous one. We more than half suspect that it’ s killing us, 
but we appear to be completely helpless and hopeless in 
resisting its pull and finding a remedy.  

A few decades ago, a wise man, from whom we will be 
hearing more here, said that if we can clarify the confu-
sion in ourselves, we will know the purpose of life. We 
won’ t even have to ask, he insisted, so clear will it be in 
our minds, once the confusion has been eliminated. We 
won’ t have to look for it.  All we have to do is to be free 
from those causes which bring about confusion, which 
lose us in a socio-economic machine we don’ t understand. 
Freed of confusion, we can easily resist doing our neigh-
bour harm. And so on.  The q uestions I’ ve struggled with 
here are:  

 

• Why, after forty thousand years of struggle, do 
so pathetically few of us understand the purpose 
of our existence?   Is that amount of time insuffi-
cient for the penny to drop?                                                                                             

• Why is the task of eliminating confusion that 
pre-vents our understanding a peripheral or 
fringe activity in our society rather than a main-
stream one?   Why are we as far away from that 
task as we were in primitive times?  

• Why are the causes of our confusion such an on-
going impenetrable and unfathomable mystery?    
There has been no progress in this critical area of 
human endeavour. Why does each succeeding 
generation fail to get on top of it?   

• Why are we so embarrassed about discussing the 
most important thing there is to know; the only 
thing that is truly worth knowing?  Conversely, 
why are we so determined to know and under-
stand that which is of least conseq uence to us?  



Why, why, why indeed.  ‘ Normal’  life experience 
didn’ t even put these q uestions to me, let alone offer to 
provide answers. The record at school looked tragic: in a 
place of enq uiry, genuine enq uiry was off limits. It was on-
ly by lurking dangerously close to the edges of an abnor-
mal life that the q uestions appeared on my radar screen at 
all, and even then they were hostile witnesses so to speak. 
They used insult as bait. The single idea I’ ve deliberately 
chosen to pervade this work is that we’ re confused, and 
the conseq uences of that confusion are hardly any more 
reassuring to us than would be news that we’ ve j ust been 
murdered.  The wise man alluded to earlier also reminded 
us that in the state most of us scratch out our existences, 
we may as well be dead. The difference between being 
what we are, and dead, is so trivial as to be inconseq uen-
tial. The difference between the two states of being is a 
shallow academic one. I found these revelations stimulat-
ing in their stark honesty. They coincided with my own 
intuitive analysis of the predicament in which I found my-
self, along with billions of like-minded slowly decompos-
ing cadavers who make up the human constituency.  

 M y targets here are the chief generators of the con-
fusion that blights our lives. All have the common trait of 
being conditioners of our deadness; tyrants who enslave 
us to a destiny that more closely resembles a drugged stu-
por than a richly endowed life of the living. “ The opposite 
of reality, in the terms of mysticism, is the world of illu-
sion, which is also that of our ordinary state of conscious-
ness. It is the maya of the H indus that leads to attach-
ment, or the ‘ vanity of vanities’ , or the shadow reality that 
man sees in P lato’ s myth of the cave, chained with his 
back to the real obj ects.”   (Claudio Naranj o in ‘ The O ne 
Q uest’ ).  



As a child, my natural way of thinking was found to 
be want-ing by those in my entourage. I had an inkling of 
the K ingdom I'd recently left to be with them. The ideal 
was as real to me as the down-market version of it I found 
myself in. I was told that I was misguided, that I enter-
tained unhealthy notions about reality and should bloody 
well wake up to myself.  But in waking up to myself over 
six decades, I’ ve seen my original or natural perception of 
things validated. Things definitely aren’ t what they’ re 
made to seem. I listened to people in authority with de-
fective views founded in fear, and suffered to the degree 
that I gave them credence. I didn’ t suffer much, because I 
withheld sympathy and concurrence.  The experience has 
given me the incentive to say in return where and how 
their inner resources broke down, why so few of them can 
be bothered to think about anything serious, why they 
avoid exposure to anything that isn’ t easy and pleasant, 
and why they don’ t really mind if something is a load of 
old cobblers providing it is easy and pleasant.     

This is, primarily, a book for those driven away from 
orthodox Christianity by frustration, a gut full of sancti-
monious humbug, and existential despair. It's for Wes-
terners who were never attracted to 'the religion of the 
West' in the first place. I wasn't. M y first sniff of it 
sounded all the loudest alarm bells. P aradoxically, it's also 
for atheists, in that their view of G od, according to the 
eminent H arvard Lutheran theologian, P aul Tillich, is no 
more atheistic or blasphemous than that of the pious and 
the devout who proclaim the existence of G od. An eq ually 
bright lead-ing light of the Christian world—J esuit Father 
P ierre Teilhard de Chardin—observed that " the persis-
tent impression one gains from everything taking place 
around us is of an irresistible growth of atheism—or, 
more exactly, a mounting and irresistible de-



Christianisation. Among the most disq uieting aspects of 
the modern world,"  he said, " is its general and growing 
state of dis-satisfaction in religious matters" . This is a 
priest, mind you, who got silenced by his superiors in the 
V atican.     

Never has the West looked so spiritually hollow and 
un-confident as it gropes with the fruits of the ideological 
triumph of deregulated (ie, ethic-cleansed) Capitalism. 
Law and order are 'issues' as never before, and societies 
are breaking up into alienated tribes. The smell of disin-
tegration is in the air, and our 'solutions' only make the 
flames burn brighter. The religion of Christ is in tatters. 
Christ was highly unconventional, and a here-tic in his 
own 'church'. Conventional men who hated heretics took 
on his cause, and allowed fallacies about the man to pers-
ist – like that he was meek and mild, or that his message 
was so simple a child could understand, or even that his 
teachings were so obscure and impracticable to only 
rightly apply to himself and not to us common mortals.  
The small thread of truth in each of these is what was 
pushed by a Church with an agenda set on a very different 
bearing to that of The M an.  

It's no chance coincidence that Teilhard's 'irresistible 
growth of atheism' corresponds neatly with the loss of our 
feel for ethics and the collapse of public morality, and a 
steep rise in social policies known to be generators of in-
j ustice, social breakdown, exclusion and revenge or pro-
test crimes by the disenfranchised. It would seem that in 
order to have techno-logical advance, man has to slum it, 
by a new lapse into spiritual poverty and moral bankrupt-
cy. M any people today are resigned to pessimism, and 
seek what shallow gratification they can find after genuine 
love is converted into plastic. The example they are set in 
public life confirms their view that humans live like 



beetles on a dung heap, where the cunning get more than 
their share and damn the rest. G rowing secularization has 
shifted the emphasis from q uality to q uantity; from essen-
tials to the banal, from contemplation to bread and cir-
cuses. It has changed our conception of the reality clergy 
and scientists seemed to be competing to explain.  

I consider here what truths we can know today—
k n o w , not j ust try desperately to believe—that will respect 
our intelligence, enable a common code of ethics to oper-
ate between modern men, and provide the meaning and 
fulfillment we need to authenticate our existence.  We 
can, I argue, live ethically and decently without slavish 
dependence on the psychological comfort—'salvation'—
that's 'provided' at the price of arresting and crippling our 
emotional and spiritual development. The bewildering 
century j ust gone was catastrophic. It effectively broke 
the back of the human spirit. To obscure the fact, it par-
tially anaesthetized the damage. The generations alive 
now are gravely wounded, psychologically. In shock, we 
hardly realize it. O r do we know?     

Existentialism came about as a reaction to P hiloso-
phy's neglect of the human condition, which, through 
Logical P ositivism and the like, lost interest in human be-
ings, preferring the abstract and the largely irrelevant. An 
eq ually indifferent Christian orthodoxy lapsed into cere-
monialism and materialistic 'spiritualism' and simply lost 
its relevance. But there's more. Education, on becoming a 
mass affair, held out, for a short while at least, the prom-
ise of salvation from human folly. But its high priests and 
benefactors went the same way as their brothers in the 
clergy and philosophy. Failure seemed to be on a roll.  
The humanities—and humanity—lost out to the new toys 
of technology and commerce. Even Science became be-
sotted with accumulating facts that had little relevance to 



a humanity rotting from bad heredity and foul environ-
ments.   

O f the four, only education and science remain free 
of terminal cancer, and may still rise in time to the chal-
lenge of saving the great human experiment from proving 
to be a dud and a fizzer. Confused and unaware, we're liv-
ing the death of one concept-ion of reality and the rushed 
birth of a new one.  We need to know now—not when it's 
too late—what is behind the creative and destructive 
forces that rock our world.  We need to know—for sur-
vival purposes—of the larger, invisible game going on. For 
two millennia, the truth has been hidden from the great 
mass of men 'by a dog lying in their feed-trough, who nei-
ther ate, nor allowed anybody else to eat.' Thus spake 
Christ of the P harisees and all who keep people ignorant 
and powerless.  

We can rej ect rampant folly if we know who and 
what we are, and value it. R eal religion enables this. Chr-
ist's appeal to the people of old P alestine was for them to 
become inner-directed rather than led by a ring through 
their nose. It necessitated no V atican, with its cumber-
some, hierarchical bureaucracy, thought police, Inq uisi-
tion or legalist authoritarianism. I look at some of the 
maj or obstacles to living our lives instead of some elitist, 
un-consultative committee's narrow idea of how they have 
to be in order to q ualify as religiously right and politically 
correct. It may not be all here, of course, but the answer 
to the q uestion 'what do I need to know? ' is. R eal religion 
– the nurture of spirit – is as necessary to man as the air 
he breathes.  R eal people are being starved of what makes 
them authentic and self-aware; denied access to know-
ledge that enables them to grow, to mature, and to feel 
fulfilled. These sound serious enough, but by far the worst 



of it is that they are being prevented from coming to learn 
the true nature of themselves. 

G alactic Centre of distraction and denial simply has 
to be H ollywood U SA. In taking it for granted as the 
dream factory, we fail to see what H ollywood actually 
does. Soviet boss Leonid Brezhnev and his cronies were 
addicted to what H ollywood pumped out, and enj oyed an 
unfettered supply of the stuff as one of the privileges of 
their position as rulers of the land of harsh reality. They 
knew R onald R eagan long before he became the nemesis 
of their ‘ evil empire’  as P resident of the U nited States. In 
all communist regimes, including nuclear North K orea, 
H ollywood’ s spell holds leaders in its iron grip, and all be-
cause H ollywood is all about substituting the imaginary 
for what is. In simpler terms, H ollywood is in the trillion 
dollar business of flight from reality.  

Like the man who took ten aspirins instead of one 
thinking it would be ten times more beneficial, H olly-
wood goes right to the edge in its flight from reality. It's 
extremely successful because it resolved to give people 
what they want as opposed to what society at large would 
prefer as entertainment. G eorge Bernard Shaw noted that 
the things most people want to know about are usually 
none of their business. An example is the pulp romance 
fiction industry. Shaw was somewhat delinq uent in my 
view by not adding that the things most people don’ t 
want to know about are usually very much their business. 
That is my concern here: things that are more our busi-
ness than the life we deceive ourselves we cherish above 
everything else.   

Deep down, each of us suspects that there’ s some-
thing important going on, or we wouldn’ t be here. There’ s 
definitely some sort of extraordinary cosmic show in 
progress, only we’ re too baffled by it to work out what it 



is. G eorge Santayana said that life isn’ t so much a spec-
tacle as a predicament. Somehow, we q uite innocently 
reason, we must have inadvertently got caught up in the 
middle of something too complicated for us to under-
stand.  With no time to think or even to rave in delirium, 
we carry on as though there is no meaning to our presence 
in this world—at least not sufficient meaning to warrant 
effort by us to discover, and j ust enough to warrant having 
ourselves on the way we do. We act as though the mi-
racle-of-being, and the natural world, are mere bagatelles, 
commonplaces. But secretly, we regard ourselves as j aded, 
shabby clowns in a third rate circus dreamt up by gods 
who, when the chips are down, aren’ t worth a cracker. 
H ow can our conduct be explained credibly any other 
way?  The state of things—the world, the nation, marriage, 
law and order etc—suggests that we have little or no idea 
about what’ s going on in our daily lives. Life happens to us 
much like a road accident happens—bang, crash: G od, 
what was that? ? ? ! !   R eligion and science are both helpless 
and hopeless in furnishing a little security in all that chaos 
and angst; neither can go on any longer denying they've 
both failed us.   

To my way of thinking, our status as innocent and ig-
norant in all this has passed its bluff-by date. O ur fear of 
oil running out pales into insignificance compared to the 
realization that we’ ve almost completed the process of ir-
revocably destroying the very systems that support human 
and all other life on this miraculous, living planet. The 
fact that they cannot be restored fails to alarm us. U nder 
normal conditions, that would constitute collective insan-
ity and mass suicide of a species.  The problem, as I at-
tempt to show here, is that we're virtually asleep; 
comatose. We hover on the edge of unconsciousness. Be-
ing bamboozled is the ugly business of being unaware of 



what is—of being indifferent to reality, of wishing to be 
distracted and entertained so that one can remain in that 
sheltered state of psychological stupor.  A concept central 
to my thesis here is our being, or not being, conscious of 
our consciousness—that is, our full recognition and 
awareness that we are mentally extant—alive!   Alive 
people, the minority, do things very differently to the 
mass of dead. We all imagine, of course, that we are con-
scious of our consciousness.  But the fact remains: if we 
were all conscious of our consciousness, the world simply 
wouldn’ t be the repository of hypocrisy, suffering, stupid-
ity and angst that it is.  It would be the place we all know, 
deep within our souls, exists as the eternal, where folly as 
we know it is indeed folly.   

Earth is only a temporary home to those beings who 
act like animated dolls or coma patients for their allotted 
time in this stuffy and awkward dimension.  By mistaken-
ly conceiving of it other as than temporary - as other than 
transitional, as other than a trial by fire for a purpose 
we’ ve abstained from knowing in the short term - we lock 
ourselves into it, and cease to grow out of and beyond it.  
In our age, not only have we locked ourselves into it, but 
we have accepted humbug slogans that assure us deceitful-
ly that it’ s the only and best of all possible worlds.  We’ ve 
lost the perspective our ancestors had about our place in 
the scheme of things, and our new narcissistic gods are 
slowly but increasingly seen as unworthy compensations 
in a transaction that effectively dudded us. It's made us all 
prospects for one form of drug or another, from illicit 
chemical drugs to systems of thought and belief designed 
for idiots and cowards.  

H onour, principle, integrity and the notion of mean-
ing to our lives in the deep spiritual sense are by now 
q uaint concepts indulged in by earlier and more naï ve ages 



of mankind. It’ s very telling of us that, especially in the 
West, the word ‘ meditate’  conj ures up images of H are 
K rishna ‘ nut-cases’  and feel-good New Age humbug.  But 
all ‘ meditate’  means is to brood over something, an act we 
engage in freq uently without realizing it. M ulling some-
thing over because it seems important is meditation. We 
moderns are very selective about what we brood about 
and mull over. O ur brooding and mulling is almost exclu-
sively narcissistic.  Their aim is distraction, amusement, 
entertainment, self-indulgence.  We brood about the 
wrong things, and brood too little, if at all, about what is 
important.  H ence survival means little to us, and our ul-
timate happiness or contentment – our self-governance, if 
you like – means j ust as little to us, if we j udge by what we 
actually do, not say.  We brood about things that inevita-
bly guarantee our discontent.  We brood little about who 
we are and why we’ re in the predicament we’ re in.  We 
brood about what will make us successful, little knowing 
that we are defeating our purpose in doing so.   

When I first read R obert Louis Stevenson’ s short 
dictum on success, I was amused by it, then intrigued. It 
looked j ust absurd enough to be one of those truths that 
seem to have been inverted, so as to be hidden from the 
profane, the swine, amongst us. The deep good sense of it 
gradually dawned on me. ‘ We are not here to succeed,’  
Stevenson said, ‘ but to continue to fail, and to do so in 
good spirits.’  Few of us really want to know what he 
meant, any more than we want to know how and when we 
will die.  Never before has there been a generation so will-
ing and able to label his observation as rubbish, so deeply 
in the grip of failure through ‘ success’  is modern (post-
WWII) mankind. We have to continue to fail, not j ust 
fail, Stevenson insisted, as though it is something to work 
at in order to achieve.   



We have to fail again and again: it never ends. And 
we have to be good-natured about it, for that is the only 
proof that we’ ve understood and accepted the truth that 
underlies the proposition. It’ s a tall order.  It’ s not hard to 
see why so few of us succeed in failing the way he in-
tended - a concept we’ ll examine in due course. It’ s hard 
to see how Stevenson could convince us with a single 
axiom when Christ failed to do so after an intense three-
year ministry and spectacular physical demonstration of 
the central truth of it.  We have to brood over this one a 
good while before the door to understanding opens.    

From what I’ ve been able to observe from the top of 
the walls of our earthly compound, I can’ t see how success 
in this world could be real or meaningful to a species like 
ours.  Think about it: we die from ‘ natural’  decay; we in-
sult, inj ure and murder each other; we pollute the very 
systems our physical or material exist-ence relies on; we 
bludgeon whole species into extinction; we corrupt the 
institutions we establish to keep ourselves civilized; we 
corrupt the generations that follow us in the same way we 
were corrupted by those that preceded us, and so on, ad 
absurdum. Where, in G od’ s name, are the grounds for op-
timism in the midst of all that?   By any definition or crite-
ria of measurement, we’ re a failed species, damned by 
gods too ashamed of us to front up in person to carry the 
can for the mess they created.  If we believe this state of 
affairs is unsatisfactory—as many of us sanctimoniously 
claim we do—then we need to do something more serious 
about it than we’ re doing.  I intend to discuss precisely 
what it is we have to do. 

The real significance of Stevenson’ s maxim is very 
simple, and shocking. If we hold the wrong idea of suc-
cess, we can’ t act decently. We’ ll fall way short of what we 
inwardly expect of our-selves, and lose our sense of worth. 



The particular idea of success our society foists on us is 
designed to molly-coddle us, to lull us, by deception, into 
a sense of security, the falsity of which escapes us.  It’ s a 
sham security, of course. H ow could it be otherwise?   
There is no security to be had, by anyone, for we all bleed 
and we all die.  Society peddles this swill to us so that we 
won’ t rush out and commit suicide, or—worse in the eyes 
of our political commissars—rise up in revolt, en masse, 
and do violence to them, to chuck them out of their privi-
leged positions lording it over us. Aren’ t we already fail-
ures, given that right from birth we’ re dying and live only 
short, anxious lives plagued by doubt, stupid and regretta-
ble actions and conseq uential suffering?   It’ s ironic that by 
his simple dictum, Stevenson managed to convey the 
promise, by implication, that there is some greater mean-
ing to all those lives—accessible by means of self-
sacrifice—even if the meaning escapes us for the present. 
P ursuit of that meaning is an integral part of our present 
manner of being, of our destiny as humans, however slack 
and hopeless we are about realizing it and acting upon it 
at this moment in time.    

The child sees life as immense and boundless. H e 
knows how tediously long and drawn-out a school year is, 
and there are to be so many such years that life is as surely 
endless as death is illogical and unreal.  By the age of for-
ty—the half-way point—that boundless view of it all has 
been defeated, thoroughly discredited. We no longer de-
lude ourselves that life is other than pathetically short, 
shallow and empty.  As such, it must also be without any 
meaning—that is, without any greater significance, even if 
that significance isn’ t immediately apparent. Some of us 
suspect that it is only a fragment of something larger that 
mysteriously escapes our ken. Something childish in all of 
us persists to resist and neutralize the natural effects of 



the existential crisis of middle age. Ideally, the crisis is the 
onset of wisdom and spiritual growth, but the opportunity 
is rarely put to good use. Comfort, security, happiness are 
the unambiguous stated goals, indeed gods, of a capitalist 
society. We prefer to indulge in them over making sense 
of our lives and giving them higher purpose outside the 
web of acq uisition, material consumption and absorption 
in self. Because we are ignorant of who and what we are in 
actual fact, we can invest in such calamity, oblivious to 
the harm it does to us.   

It’ s my considered conviction that our prime purpose 
in life is to become ever more aware of the exponential 
revelation of the mystery—not to die like cattle after hav-
ing had a series of thoughtless but pleasant days in the 
meadow chewing cud.  In the unofficial gospels found at 
Nag H ammadi in Egypt, Christ is said to have lamented 
that ‘ they come into the world with no idea from whence 
they came, and depart it with no idea of whence they go.’   
H e wasn’ t referring to our infinite capacity for sin. H e 
was referring to the dilapidated state of our conscious-
ness; the mindlessness of our existence in this temporary, 
material plane. Choosing to be either master or slave isn’ t 
as straight-forward a process as we might imagine. The 
first hurdle consists of establishing an attitude to our like-
ly prospects.  We have to decide to accept or rej ect the 
proposition that it’ s actually possible to come to know the 
meaning behind our existence, what it is that lies behind 
our personal or individual conscious-ness.  If we rej ect it, 
or choose to ignore the q uestion, as so many of us do, 
we’ re really obliged to j ust get on with it, much as bees 
unselfconsciously make honey, and cattle chew cud in a 
paddock free of any thoughts of the abattoir that awaits 
them.  Instead of mindlessly going on making honey, we 
can engage in serious consideration of our condition; we 



can become attentive to what is going on, and seek to 
know what’ s happening to us.  When all is said and done, 
making honey is a means to an end. But what end, pre-
cisely does making honey lead to?    

The answer can’ t be simply to make more honey so 
we can live longer to make even more honey.  If that was 
in fact the long and short of it, meaning may well be said 
to be absent from our world and we are mere puppets act-
ing for unseen higher beings whose game-plan is a mystery 
to us.  That conclusion is about as credible and attractive 
to me as conventional Christianity, or belief in the Easter 
Bunny. What is the end of this play in which we each 
seem to have a principal role?   We can see that we’ re ever 
moving toward greater revelations. The shift upward is 
even noticeable from one generation to the next in our 
age.  Denial or indifference to new revelations is unnatur-
al and holds dire conseq uences for our individual and 
communal mental well-being. (It’ s wholly consistent with 
our current materialistic obsessions that mental illness 
and chemical stimulants are widespread and our treat-
ment of victims a disgrace. It’ s not a priority while there’ s 
money to be made). 

Somewhere in our distant past, human psychology 
mutated.  We diverged in nature from the rest of the an-
imal creation in such an extraordinary way that we 
formed, on our own, a second, new and uniq ue category of 
animal. Its nature wasn’ t founded on instinct alone.  
Freedom of choice was factored in, expanding the mean-
ing of will, and personal responsibility.  Christ lamented 
the truth surrounding that mutation. It’ s so terrible that 
we view the prospect of living as bees as a welcome means 
to avoid confronting it. Capitalism is the latest form of 
celebration of our desire to exist as bees, or livestock, ig-
norant of real ends.  It’ s no less a prison than the other 



‘ isms’  we’ ve adopted through the ages as shelters from the 
naked truth behind our existence as sentient beings.  The 
crux of our confused view of our condition is fear, and a 
crucial aspect of fear is that we are afraid to find out what 
lies behind it.  We’ re content to be frightened providing 
we don’ t have to know too much about what is frighten-
ing us. Franklin Delano R oosevelt told a frightened popu-
lation that they have nothing to fear but fear itself. (Fear, 
it should be remembered, is faith in evil).  R ecently, I had 
to have what is called an M R I scan, which involves being 
inserted head-first into a tube only an inch or two wider 
than one’ s body.  A seasoned V iet Nam vet who chased 
V iet Cong down their narrow tunnels said of the M R I 
experience that it was worse than going down dark, nar-
row, earthen tunnels where at any turn the enemy is wait-
ing to kill you.   

P eople undergoing an M R I scan have been so af-
fected by the claustrophobic experience that they dam-
aged themselves and the machine in a mad frenzy to 
escape the confinement. M ost of us can relate to this sort 
of fear. When we think that we can’ t be free of the con-
striction, we’ d willingly die, rather than hope and wait for 
eventual release. I endured thirty minutes of such con-
finement by sheer self-control and mind mastery over 
matter. A less recognizable but no less potent fear ani-
mates our very existence, individually and collectively.  
We have to apply the same sort of mental control, de-
manding courage of a type few of us could admit to having 
ample stocks of.  Sadly, the way most of us control it is by 
denial and unconsciousness. We defuse the situation by 
renouncing the greater part of our capacity to be alive. To 
banish our innate fear, we compromise ourselves in ways 
that rattle, degrade and shame our souls. The insights—
not knowledge—req uired to reverse that destructive 



process isn’ t at our disposal.  Not only is it not freely 
available in our society, it is actively suppressed.  In the 
rare places where it is accessible, we rej ect its influence 
because we’ re conditioned to deny it credibility and re-
spect-ability. Since the great human herd is wedded to the 
idea of maintaining ignorance of what we ought to be 
doing with our lives, what we really need to know about 
ourselves has been relegated to the realm of the esoteric 
or the arcane.  Sooner or later, we have to grasp the net-
tle. 

 
A f e w  p e o p l e  m ak e  t h i n g s  h ap p e n ,  l ar g e r  n u m -
b e r s  w at c h  t h i n g s  h ap p e n ,  w h i l e  t h e  b u l k  o f  
p e o p l e  w o n d e r  w h at  t h e  h e l l  h as  h ap p e n e d  af -
t e r  i t  h as  h ap p e n e d .   -  A n o n   
 

It's reported that when pressed—in fact hounded—
for a definition of a great writer, Ernest H emingway re-
luctantly conceded to his naï ve interviewer that he had to 
have a built-in, shock-proof crap detector. In q uoting 
him, two authors of a book on the philosophy of teaching 
developed the idea further. " O ne way of looking at the 
history of the human group is that it has been a continu-
ing struggle against the veneration of ‘ crap’ . O ur intellec-
tual history is a chronicle of the anguish and suffering of 
men who tried to help their contemporaries see that some 
part of their fondest beliefs were misconceptions, faulty 
assumptions, superstitions and even outright lies."  In 
their book called ‘ Teaching as a Subversive Activity’  (P en-
guin 1 9 7 2 ), Neil P ostman and Charles Weingartner shared 
the view that schools should now function as ‘ anti-
entropic feedback systems’ —that is, as influences to 
counter the natural tendency in all things to run down, to 
decay and to literally fall apart. When Australian poet-
historian Eric R olls said that Australians spend more time 



burying their history than revealing it, I wasn’ t surprised 
in the least. It’ s part of the process by which the people 
holding the levers of power get to record the ‘ true version’  
of events. O f course they’ re going to gloss over their 
crimes. I didn’ t think R olls was being unduly unpatriotic 
or vulgar in making such an assertion. O n the contrary, it 
was very patriotic, expressed out of love for his country, 
of its people, and of life—the very grist of the poet’ s and 
historian's mill. Courage of that order is rare indeed. As a 
nation, we have four plagues that j ust won’ t go away—
cane toads, toady politicians, a toady media, and a toady 
intelligentsia that lacks confidence or courage, or both. 
But few of our writers and 'intelligentsia' have voiced my 
own suspicions. R olls at least shared my conviction that 
our attitude to the truth and to the historical record is a 
cause for shame, not pride.   

Lies and intrigue in our recorded history are rarely 
discerned by the mass of men.  It’ s created on the hop, so 
all they see is a blur. O ur media and social institutions ap-
parently feel financially obliged to render respectable the 
deceit that underpins human society. It makes their life 
easier and avoids the risk of dismissal. The fear of dismis-
sal for saying what the boss doesn’ t want made public is 
our version of Tass and P ravda, or self-serving propagan-
da. Lies become legitimate when they are seen to protect 
us all from the unpleasant side of reality. ‘ P eople will buy 
lies rather than pay for the truth’  is the reminder framed 
above the door of every newspaper proprietor or media 
baron.  We’ re at least a little aware of it at the personal 
level when we protect the feelings of others with little 
white lies, and even some of the large variety, but we’ re 
almost totally unaware of its practice at the collective or 
public level, where it is alarmingly extensive and inordi-
nately destructive of our psychic integrity and hence men-



tal well-being.  In my dealings with our state institutions 
responsible for upholding public trust in government, I 
had it confirmed q uite unambiguously that lies are the 
semi-official legal tender, that lies form the core of the 
record we leave of our dealings, as indeed they animate 
much of the dealings themselves. In this book, I take the 
concept offered by our honest poet and extend it to the 
bigger picture: 

O ur whole reality is nothing but contrived and re-
vered crap – not j ust the slanted records we make of it 
that we label ‘ history’ . The central problem from which all 
others proceed is our refusal to embrace the truth about 
the artificiality of our present experience, and the authen-
ticity of the unlimited invisible world that we can intuit if 
we can bring ourselves to break free of our mental stupor 
– the stupor of mechanical existence.  Christ said as 
much, and did precisely what was needed to show us what 
he meant.  We know that he failed to reach us, j ust as we 
know that the failure was ours, not his.  ‘ Forgive them Fa-
ther for they know not what they do.’   We don’ t care a fig 
about what we do, so how could we know?   H ence my 
conclusion: The central problem of humanity is a blinded 
psychic eye through which our soul can no longer see 
‘ what is’ . So we venerate ‘ what isn’ t’ . 

The reason this dysfunction exists is very difficult for 
us who are alive to grasp. We’ ve inadvertently pro-
grammed ourselves to rej ect the idea – to not want to 
grasp it. The idea behind it is simple, but it falls down in 
the execution because we call tails when it should have 
been heads, and vice versa. When faced with ‘ the reality 
of the world’ , we feel vulnerable, and our knees tremble 
and knock. O ur instinctive reaction is to harden ourselves 
to it to protect ourselves.  We learn early that either we 
develop a thick skin or we suffer terribly.  When we’ re 



told – even by someone as authoritative as Christ – that 
the opposite is true, we naturally fail to see.  Christ 
wanted us to know that our strength comes out of our 
vulnerability and exposure. Truth does indeed often 
sound like nonsense. The onus is on us to decide whether 
we’ re sheep, or goats.  M y present aim is to see how that 
might be achieved. 

 
 
 

C h a p t e r  T w o  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

 
In coming to this particular Earth world dimension, 

we undertake to chase rainbows and moonbeams (or as 
V onnegut would have it, to fart about) innocently or with 
a vengeance, as our fancy takes us, depending on our need, 
which is a psychological one before it is physical or other. 
Nobody told us of the trap inherent in the package. No 
one warned us that we shouldn’ t get too attached to the 
place; that a desire to stay here indefinitely is a no-no.  
We have to work all this out for ourselves. It has to come 
to us, in our own good time; that this is a transition stage, 
not ‘ it’  (life); that the experience is for grinding off a few 
rough spots and sharp edges and a polish, not an end in it-
self. At what point does it come to us?   It comes naturally, 
when we’ re no longer prepared to participate unq uestion-
ing in the denial that makes reality here the absurd farce 
that it seems if we see no purpose to it. When we’ ve tran-
scended such things as blind patriotism, the desire for 
wealth, fame, pleasure, ambition, ego, glory, and so on—
the things that seem so attractive and worthy obj ects to 



pursue in this life—we'll appreciate j ust how much things 
aren’ t what they seem; j ust how much humanity is asleep. 


